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Enjoy the adventure ahead. 
This wonderful Gift Card brings you to Camping Ca’Savio, 

where you experience nature all around.

from to

message

Gift Card regulations

The Gift Card issued by Vianello Vittorio S.p.a. it can be used by contacting the 
reservations office of Camping Ca'Savio at the e-mail address info@casavio.it or by 
telephone at no. +39 041 966017/041 966570.

The beneficiary can use the Gift Card to book a stay in one of the accommodations or 
pitches available at Camping Ca'Savio (excluding accommodations belonging to tour 
operators) with arrival and departure dates included within the opening period of the 
campsite for the 2022 season.

The Gift Card only applies exclusively to bookings made after the publication of these 
regulations and its use is subject to the actual availability of the specific accommoda-
tion/pitch for the requested period. Therefore, we invite the beneficiaries to make the 
reservation well in advance, especially for the high season.

The Gift Card will expire on 15/09/2022 and the beneficiary must make the 
reservation by that date, otherwise the face value of the Gift Card will be cancelled 
and the Card can no longer be used. The beneficiary may use the Gift Card only once 

and for a reservation of a value equivalent to or greater than the nominal amount of 
the Card. Any booking value exceeding the amount of the Gift Card will be paid to 
Vianello Vittorio S.p.a. with the payment before arrival of a deposit, by credit card or 
bank transfer, and the subsequent payment of the balance during the stay. General 
booking terms and conditions apply to bookings made using the Gift Card. In case of 
cancellation, the value of the Gift Card will not be refundable.

Limitations
• If the value of the Gift Card exceeds the value of the reservation, the remaining 
credit is not refunded and cannot be used for the purchase of other services
• The Gift Card cannot be resold or given away, converted for cash or used in a manner 
otherwise prohibited by our policy
• The Gift Card is nominative and the recipient of the Gift Card must correspond to the 
person making the reservation and must actually stay at the Camping Ca'Savio.
• Vianello Vittorio S.p.a. declines all responsibility in case of loss, theft or destruction 
of the Gift Card by the beneficiary.
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